Topics we discussed this year

- Electronic Voting
- Feminist Internet
- Privacy
- Personal data
- Strategic Litigation
- Community

Advocacy on Public Policies

- Electronic Voting
- Protection of personal data legislation
- Platform Defensores's launching
- Inter-Institutional round table on the prevention of violence against women
- Strategic Committee on Digital Agenda’s implementation plan

Who did we work with this year?

We joined APC - Association for Progressive Communications

International Organizations

- Access Now
- ADC
- Akahata – Defensoras regionales de la comunidad LGTBIQ+
- ALTEC
- Asuntos del SUR
- Centro Cultural de España Juan de Salazar
- Coalición AlSur
- Codeando México
- Coding Rights
- Derechos Digitales
- Equal Rights Trust Fund

- Fondo de Acción Urgente Latinoamericano
- Fondo de Mujeres del Sur
- HiperDerecho
- Idea Internacional
- Iniciativa IDEA
- IPANDETEC
- Karisma
- NED
- OEA
- Privacy International
- UNESCO
- Wikimedia Argentina
National institutions and national organizations

We joined CODEHUPY
Coordinadora de Derechos Humanos de Paraguay

- Public and Private Universities's student groups
- Aireana La Serafina
- National University of Asunción
- Igualdad de Género Sí Coalition (34 local organizations)
- IDEA Paraguay
- ISOC Paraguay
- Kuña Roga
- National Mechanism for the Prevention of Torture (NMP)
- Ministry of Public Defense (MPD)
- Ministry of Women
- Ministry of Education
- Ministry of Information Technologies and Communications
- Reacción Paraguay

Private Sector
We met with the private sector, local technology companies, Internet providers and digital content platforms.

International guests
Hackerfem
- Alma Rangel, Executive Director - Codeando México
- Constanza Verón, In charge of Community - Wikimedia Argentina
- Denisse Albornoz, Research Director - Hiperderecho Perú

Public Policies
- Estelle Massé, Specialist in Public Policies - Access Now
- Gaspar Pisanu, In charge of Public Policies in Latin America - Access Now

State of the Map's guests
- Fernando Castro, Coordinator of OpenStreetMap Colombia’s Foundation
- Jessica Sena, Technical Coordinator, Geochicas OSM
Activities conducted

Community
- Hackerfem 2019
- Benjamin Franklin Science Corner - Engineering Challenge
- Graphic Design using open source
- Creative writing and public speaking workshop with Slam en Voz Alta
- Gaming Girls’s cycle of activities
- State of the Map Latam
- Mapping to create scenic circuits
- Programming workshops on Scratch with Girls Code
Gender

- Digital security workshops focused on gender
  Within the context of November 25.
  In the 6th Internet Governance Forum Paraguay (IGFPy)
  At the National Congress for the Women’s Political Training Academy
  At the Autonoma University of Encarnación
  At Kuña Róga
  At Córdoba with the Fondo Mujeres del Sur
  In the framework of the data.cuenta project

- Wikipedia editing workshops
  Paraguayan women artists
  Women in paraguayan history

Participation in events

- OAS Cybersecurity Symposium
- IGF Berlín
- RightsCon
- Mozfest
Platforms

• Antipyrawebs Observatory
• Data.Cuenta
• Defensores

Radio Cyborg
We published 6 new podcast episodes

Our communications network

In the media
55 media appearances
Campaigns and publications

• Articles published in tedic.org
  43 published articles

  Featured articles:

  Child pornography – How is the evidence obtained on the Internet?  
  https://www.tedic.org/pornografia-infantil-como-se-obtiene-este-tipo-de-evidencia-en-internet/

  Electronic urns, facts and experiences for an informed vote  

• Articles published in cyborgfeminista.tedic.org
  12 published articles

  Featured articles:

  Making woman in paraguayan history visible in the digital platform Wikipedia  

  Hackerfem! 2019: Count of our two days of technological appropriation and community learning  

• Articles published in Creative Commons
  2 published articles

  Diving in sharing: The creation of the platelet Exit to the Sea  
  https://www.creativecommons.org.py/salida-al-mar/

  The reconstruction of the invented and the essay of living in the absences - A wave of poetry with CC License  
  https://www.creativecommons.org.py/la-reconstruccion-de-lo-inventado-y-el-ensayo-de-vivir-en-las-ausencias-una-oleada-de-poesia-con-licencia-cc/
Social Network Metrics

+ 1326 new followers
+ 1800 mentions
+ 400 new followers
+ 140k interactions
+ 400 new followers
+ 24K accounts reached

Investigations

5 investigations:
- Personal data in the Social Security Institute
- Tensions in democracy: raising awareness about the misuse of public resources
- Regional Decalogue of Corruption Cases: Misuse of public resources in Latin America
- Public Procurement Transparency Index (ITCP)
- Twitter in paraguayan elections